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Measurement of thepp\ppp0 reaction at 850 MeVÕc and partial wave cross sections
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A stack of annular detectors made of high purity germanium was used to measurepp→ppp0 differential
cross sections at a beam momentum of 850 MeV/c. A total cross section ofs59.161.1 mb is deduced. The
fitted distribution of different partial waves to the world total cross section data and to the present differential
cross sections favors an approach without low-energy approximations, with the standard value for the final
state interaction scattering length, and an important contribution from an intermediateND state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of accelerators producing beams of h
brilliance and very low-energy spread the threshold regi
in light meson production became accessible. Thep0 pro-
duction is the first inelastic channel that opens in prot
proton interactions and is therefore of fundamental imp
tance. It was a great surprise when the first new data for
reaction emerged@1# and the total cross sections were fou
to be a factor of 7 larger than the theoretical predictio
available at that time@1,2#. Since then, intense theoretic
activity started~for a review see Ref.@3#!. The bulk of total
cross section data are from only two groups, one at the IU
cooler ring and one at the Celsius accelerator in Upps
While the Uppsala group concentrated on differential a
total cross sections@4–6#, the IUCF group employed polar
ized proton beams and also a polarized proton target@7–9#
allowing the measurement of spin correlation coefficien
These latter measurements are only relative ones, thu
total cross section was extracted. The Saclay group@10# cov-
ered a large energy range with one beam momentum
close to that of the present experiment.

To summarize the situation: total cross sections exis
the range from 278.0–325.0 MeV from Ref.@1#, 280.7–
310.2 MeV from Ref.@4#, 310 MeV from Ref.@5#, and 310–
425 MeV from Ref.@6#. The latter data are slightly large
than those from Meyeret al. @1#. The data from Ref.@10#
range from 325–1012 MeV with only one measurement
low h51.
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II. EXPERIMENT

In order to investigate the mentioned disagreement
have measured thep0 production at a beam momentum o
850 MeV/c corresponding to an energy of 327.77 Me
which is slightly above the highest data point from the IUC
group. This point was measured simultaneously with
pp→dp1 reaction@11#. Since the collected luminosity wa
optimized for this reaction, which has a larger cross sect
the data of the present reaction suffer from poor statistics
what follows we will discuss pertinent experimental deta
but additional information is given in Ref.@11#. The external
beam from the COSY accelerator in Ju¨lich was focussed onto
a thin liquid hydrogen target. Details will be given below
The reaction particles were detected by a stack of three
mented germanium detectors called the germanium w
@12#. All detectors have a hole in their respective cent
allowing the beam to exit to the magnetic spectrograph B
KARL @13#. The first detector~quirl! is position sensitive by
segmentation with 200 Archimedes spirals on the front a
rear side with opposite orientation. Each spiral from the fro
side crosses a spiral from the rear side, thus defining 40
pixels. This quirl detector is 1.3-mm thick with a 5.8-m
diameter hole in the center. It was followed by two detect
~pizzas! segmented into 32 wedges each. Each of these p
detectors is 17-mm thick. The whole setup stopped prot
up to 129 MeV completely. It accepts particles emitted b
tween 50 and 280 mrad. The energy resolution of these
tectors was better than 431024. A 2-mm-thick plastic scin-
tillator with dimensions of 30 cm340 cm with a 4-mm
diameter hole in its middle was mounted 6-cm upstream a
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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veto counter. All detector elements as well as the target
were aligned on the beam axis with the help of an opti
telescope which viewed a 90° mirror mounted on a mo
able arm behind the quadrupole magnets of the spectrogr

The focussed beam with a reduced intensity of only'103

protons per second was steered away from the hole onto
germanium wall. With the help of the quirl detector we cou
measure its dimensions. Fits of Gaussians to the horizo
and vertical directions yield full widths at half maximum
~FWHM’s! of 1.55 and 1.25 mm, respectively. A small b
possible nonnormal incidence of the beam will lead to
error in the angle measurement. This can result in ra
large uncertainties in one arm measurements especially
a magnetic spectrograph@14#. However, the present measur
ment deals with the relative angle between the two emerg
protons, thus this uncertainty cancels out.

Unlike in charged pion production measurements@11#, a
twofold coincidence was required in the germanium wa
This constraint reduced the background significantly. T
hits in the first double-sided segmented quirl detector p
duce an ambiguity in the locus, since each Archimedes sp
on the front side crosses all of the rear side. The poss
positions of the tracks through the detector are denoted
1–4 in Fig. 1. Since the following two detectorsE1 andE3
are segmented similar to wedges, possibilities 3 and 4 ca
excluded from the hit pattern. Excellent energy resolut
allowed unambiguous proton selection. Through the m
surement of the four-momentum vectors of both proton
was possible to extract the missing mass of the unobse
p0. The present reaction at 850 MeV/c beam momentum
produces protons with energies up to 154.2 MeV into op
ing angles up to 392 mrad. This leads to a reduced ac
tance for the present reaction when compared to lower b
momenta for the present detector setup because of its lim
geometrical acceptance as well as its energy range. This
ceptance was studied with Monte Carlo simulations empl
ing the codeGEANT @15#. This is illustrated in the lower par
of Fig. 2. The input distribution, which is isotropic plus th
final state interaction~FSI!, is compared with the result o
the Monte Carlo calculation. It goes without saying that t
input distribution is nicely regained. The final efficienc
curve is shown in the upper part of Fig. 2. It should be no
that the effeciency is zero only forQ<0.45 MeV. Correc-
tions for the reduced efficiency due to nuclear interactions

FIG. 1. The identification of a two hit event in the germaniu
wall ~see text!. Shown are the four spirals having fired in the qu
detector. The wedges from the downstream detectorE1 with coin-
cident signals are indicated as hatched areas. Also shown ar
coincident wedges from detectorE3, where two neighboring seg
ments had fired.
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the reaction protons with the detector material were p
formed using the formula given by Machner and Razen@16#
yielding a further efficiency reduction between 1 and 0.8

The target was a cell of 6-mm diameter, a thickness of
mm, and windows with 1.5-mm thickness. It was filled with
liquid hydrogen having a temperature of'15 K. The
length of the target introduced an error in the angle meas
ment of four times the inherent detector resolution. For
present reaction the angle uncertainty between the two
tons is of interest. This leads to errors ranging from 6 to
mrad, depending on the emission angles.

The deduced missing mass distribution is shown in Fig
This distribution is the difference of counts from a full targ
measurement and the counts from an empty target meas
ment. However, the latter number was small~see Ref.@12#!.
A Gaussian was fitted to the data yielding a resolution
FWHM55.9 MeV/c2. The main contribution to the resolu
tion results from the short distance from the target to
germanium wall of only 73 mm which introduced an unce
tainty in the emission angle measurements.

The spatial limits of the detector are confirmed by plotti
the data in a Dalitz plot~Fig. 4!. The lack of events in the
lower left part of the allowed region is due to the limite
acceptance of the detector as discussed above. A sma

the

FIG. 2. Upper part: The efficiency of the present setup acco
ing to Monte Carlo calculations. The two histograms show the e
band. Lower part: Input for the Monte Carlo calculation~an isotro-
pic distribution with FSI employing the standard value for the sc
tering length! is shown as a solid curve. The result of the Mon
Carlo simulation is shown as a histogram~see text for discussion!.
1-2
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MEASUREMENT OF THEpp→ppp0 REACTION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 064001
variant mass corresponds to the small energy in the pro
pion system and hence to a large momentum of the o
proton relative to this system. The missing yield in the upp
right part of the plot corresponds to events with a small re
tive momentum between the two protons which are emit
close to the beam direction. These particles could not
detected because of the hole in the germanium wall wh
allows the primary beam to exit. The enhancement of eve
close to this hole is due to the strong proton-proton final st
interaction~FSI!.

The luminosity was determined by measuring the tar
thickness, the density of the liquid hydrogen, and the num
of incident protons. The target thickness was measured w
an optical telescope mounted on a micrometer thread.
beam intensity was deduced from a measurement of scatt
particles by detectors which were calibrated by a sepa

FIG. 3. Missing mass distribution of the reactionpp→ppp0

with two detected protons. The data are shown as a histogram
the Gaussian fit as a solid curve. Negative counts from empty ta
subtraction are suppressed.

FIG. 4. Dalitz plot of the efficiency corrected data.m1,2 denotes
the protons andm3 denotes the pion. The area of the squares
proportional to the number of events. The solid curve is the ki
matical limit.
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measurement, in which the scattered particle intensity w
measured as function of the beam intensity~see Ref.@11#!.
The advantage of this method compared to elastic scatte
is that the monitor counters can be at positions where
counting rate is large. No precise knowledge of the scatte
angle or the solid angle of the monitor counters is necess
It does not depend on other measurements with their inhe
errors. Finally, the setup allowed also the measurement
cross sections in reactions with other target-projectile co
binations without readjustment of the counters@14# after
proper calibration. In the present experiment a total lumin
ity of (8.060.6)31032 cm2 was collected within 7 h.

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Cross section

The cross section for the present reaction is given by

s~Qmax!5
1

4spp*
E

0

Qmax
uT~Q!u2q~Q!p~Q!dQ, ~1!

with p(Q) the proton momentum in their center-of-mass s
tem,q(Q) the pion center of mass momentum relative to t
two-proton system, andQ the energy in the energy betwee
the two protons. In deriving Eq.~1! relativistic relations were
applied. The differential cross section with respect to
energy is then

ds

dQ
5

1

4spp*
uT~Q!u2q~Q!p~Q!. ~2!

In order to study the momentum dependence of the ma
element

T5^C f uVuC i& ~3!

we first assume plane waves in the entrance and exit c
nels, respectively. Deviations from this approach are th
accounted for by initial and final state interactions. Since
proton beam energy is rather large, the former can reas
ably be ignored. Also the pion-proton interaction in the fin
state is weak and can be ignored. The plane waves ca
expanded in terms of partial waves. The radial part, which
momentum dependent, is then

TLi ,Ll5AaL,l^ j L~pr ! j l~qr/2!uV~r !u j Li
~pp* r !& ~4!

with Li , L, and l denoting the angular momenta of the inc
dent two-proton system, the final two-proton system, and
one between the pion relative to the final two-proton syste
respectively. The constantsaL,l contain all other dependen
cies. The ‘‘potential’’ was assumed to be of a Yukawa for

V~r !}e2mr /r , ~5!

with m5(A3/2)mp /(\c) from the pion rescattering ap
proach given by Koltun and Reitan@17#. This term is used as
a representative illustration for the transition matrix. It
worth noting that in thresholds-wave pion production, it is
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M. BETIGERI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 064001
the dominant mechanism~perhaps together with a structu
ally similar heavy meson exchange!.

Integration of Eq.~4! and insertion into Eq.~1! leads to
the total cross section while the integrand is the differen
cross section. In the following we will refer to this model
the full model~FM!. In Table I we compile the allowed tran
sitions withLi<3 andL,l<2 ~of higher partial waves only
the most important are shown!. The usual spectroscopic no
tation 2S11L j l J is applied withSand j denoting the spin and
total angular momentum in the final two-proton system,
spectively, andJ the total angular momentum. Since the e
ergy dependence is a function mainly of the final state@see
Eq. ~4!# and hence cannot distinguish the initial states of
listed transitions, we restrict the fitting procedure discus
below to only the transitions labeled by the final orbital a
gular momenta, considering it to be an analysis of final sta
rather than initial ones. In this table we also give the angu
momentum between the nucleon and theD in the most im-
portant~or only! intermediateND states.

The D is strongly excited when its orbital angular m
mentum is smaller than for the correspondingNN partial
wave. In this case the energy lost in the mass barrier is
gained with the decrease in the centrifugal energy and
can get a resonance-like behavior as shown in Ref.@18# for
isospin 1 ‘‘dibaryons.’’ Reference@19# also obtained a reso
nant behavior in the present reaction for the transition3F2
→Sd @through the intermediate states3P2(DN) and
5P2(DN)#, although this contribution to the total cross se
tion was estimated to be very small. Also experimentally t
amplitude was found to be rather small@5#. However, Ref.
@19# considered onlyS-wave final nucleons. Releasing th
constraint makes the aboveD contribution much more im-
portant. For example, for the above initial state the final s
3P2p is much larger, getting a significant contribution fro
the ND intermediate states. With equal or higher angu
momenta of theND the effect ofD excitation is much less
important with no resonant behavior as first seen explicitly
pp→dp1 @20# and in Ref. @18#. On the other hand, the
experimental excitation function shows an enhancemen
the vicinity of h51.8. From this point of viewPs and and
even morePp final states may get a large contribution fro
D excitation. This point will be discussed further in Sec. I

TABLE I. The threshold dependence of partial wave amplitud
on the corresponding momenta as a function of the angular
menta. The dependence of the matrix element and the partial c
sections onh5qmax/mp , given by the barrier penetration mod
sL,l}hm is also given.

Li initial state LND final state L,l uTL,l u m

1 3P0 1 1S0s0 0,0 1 4
1 3P2 1 1S0d2 0,2 q2 8
0 1S0 2 3P0s0 1,0 p 6
1 3P0,1,2 1 3P0,1,2p0,1,2 1,1 pq 8
1 3P2 1 1D2s2 2,0 p2 8
2 1D2 0 3P2s2 1,0 p 6
3 3F2,3 1 3P2p2,3 1,1 pq 8
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B. Low-energy approximation

For the case of the near threshold region several appr
mations can be made. First, the Bessel functions can be
proximated for small argumentsx by

j l~x!5
xl

~2l 11!!!
. ~6!

Insertion into Eq.~4! leads after integration to momentum
dependencies

TLiLl}pp
* LipLql . ~7!

The second approximation is the nonrelativistic treatmen
Eq. ~1!. The total cross section for the related reactionpp
→dp1 can be fitted by assumingl<2 for h<3 @21#. We,
therefore, restrict the analysis to the same angular mome
This leads to the transitions given in Table I and in t
threshold approximation of Eq.~7! to the dependencies give
in the last column of Table I.

The third approximation is to neglect the variation inpp*
and in the total c.m. energy. The integration can then
analytically performed leading to a relationsL,l5aL,lh

m

with h5qmax/mp , which is known as the barrier penetratio
model @22,23#. The dependence for theSs channel is
strongly modified by the final state interaction leading to
dependence closer tosSs}h2. This collection of approxima-
tions will be called in the following the low energy approx
mation ~LEA!.

C. Final state interaction

It is a common practice to separate the amplitude for m
son production in nucleon-nucleon collisions into a mes
production amplitude and a final state interaction. T
former is assumed to be only weakly energy dependent,
yielding mainly the dependencies given in Table I. Anoth
common approximation is to assume the meson interac
with the two-nucleon system to be rather weak. The fi
state interaction thus reduces to the nucleon-nucleon inte
tion. For energies close to the threshold it is normal to tr
the energy dependence due to the finalS-wave interactions
between the two nucleons in a factorization approximatio

uTSsu2}uT0,0u2uTFSIu2 ~8!

with T0,0 from Table I.
The FSI matrix element is calculated according to t

modified Cini-Fubini-Stranghellini formula@24# and using
the usual Gamow Coulomb correction factorC0. A scattering
length of app527.83 fm and an effective ranger 0
52.8 fm are used. The shape parameters used are the
dard values@24#. Essentially the large scattering leng
causes the low-energy behavior of theSs final state to be-
come closer toh2 thanh4 of Table I ~andSd to h6).

Meyer et al. @9# found an effective scattering length o
21.5 fm instead of the accepted value of27.82 fm nec-
essary, in order to reproduce the pion angular distributio
We will come back to this issue later.
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The validity of the present approach of factorizing t
matrix element into an almost momentum independent p
duction element and a strongly momentum dependent
for the FSI was recently questioned@25,26#, because for di-
rect production~impulse term! in the absence of any interac
tion V(r ), the other factoruT0,0u2 should be very close to
zero. However, it was also pointed out in Ref.@26# that the
energy dependence from the above FSI is correct even
this term, and that is the purpose for which this FSI effec
used in the present work.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 5 we show the efficiency corrected distributio
from the present measurement as a function of the energ
the two-proton systemQ. The uncertainty in the cross se
tions due to statistics and due to the efficiency correction
shown separately. Also shown is the error in the meas
ment of the relative proton energy. This error stems mai
from the uncertainty in the angle measurement due to
relatively large target with respect to the short distance
only 73 mm between the target and the germanium wall. T
statistics especially forQ.12 MeV is meager. The reason
the small collected luminosity due to reasons pointed
above.

From the total number of efficiency corrected counts, t
get thickness, beam current, and dead time correction of
data acquisition system the total cross section was foun
be

s5@9.160.80 ~stat.!60.75 ~syst.!# mb. ~9!

FIG. 5. ds(Q)/dQ for the present experiment as function of th
energyQ in the two-proton system is shown as full dots. The er
bars in the cross sections with the small crossbars represen
statistical error only and the one with the large crossbar is the
of the statistical error and the uncertainty of the efficiency corr
tion added in quadrature. Also shown are two fitted distributio
with the normal value of the Fermi scattering lengtha
527.824 fm) as a solid curve and the one with half of this sc
tering length as a dashed curve.
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The cross section and the quoted statistical error are obta
by fitting the different model functions to the data as sho
in Fig. 5 and finally integrating these functions. Absolu
normalization @beam intensity (60.455 mb) and target
thickness (60.455 mb)# and empty target subtractio
(60.38 mb) are the main contributions to the systematic
error. Efficiency correction and dead time correction lead
negligible contributions. These contributions are added
quadrature. If the statistical and the systematical errors
also added in quadrature, a total uncertainty of61.1 mb is
obtained.

The yield of theSswave with the properly chosen FSI i
responsible for the maximum around 1 MeV. A pureSswave
cannot account for the data. ThePp wave yield has a maxi-
mum around 10 to 12 MeV while thePs wave has one
around 18 to 20 MeV. TheDs wave is in between these tw
waves. This wave as well asSd andDp were found to give
negligible contributions to the cross section in the pres
energy range@27#.

FIG. 6. Excitation function. Older data are from Refs.@28–30#
and the newer from Refs.@1,4–6,10#. The present measurement
indicated by a thick dot. The dashed curve is the fit of the mo
employing the Yukawa equation~5!. The solid curve shows the fi
with D excitation and the standard value of the proton-proton s
tering length. Changing this value to one half yields the dot
curve.

TABLE II. Fractional contributions of the different partia
waves as a function of the scattering length from fitting the diff
ential distribution. The first three lines show the fit of all thre
partial waves, the last three lines those with thePs strength fixed at
a value derived from the spin correlation coefficient measurem
~Ref. @9#!.

scattering length Ss Ps Pp model

27.824 fm 0.5660.04 0.0760.19 0.3760.19 LEA
27.824 fm 0.5360.02 0.0260.08 0.4660.08 FM
23.912 fm 0.7360.03 0.2460.08 0.0360.08 FM
27.824 fm 0.5160.03 0.2360.02 0.2660.03 LEA
27.824 fm 0.5360.03 0.2360.02 0.2460.05 FM
23.912 fm 0.7360.03 0.2360.02 0.0460.04 FM
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TABLE III. ConstantsaL,l as derived from the fits of the low-energy approximation~LEA! and the full
model ~FM! to the total cross section. TheaPs coefficients are obtained from fitting the cross sections
obtained from spin correlation coefficients@8,9#. TheaL,l are given in units of mb.

Model Scattering length aSs aPs aPp

LEA 27.824 fm (1.5260.02)31022 (3.3060.16)31022 (3.9160.09)31022

FM, no D 27.824 fm (2.1660.08)3105 (2.0260.16)3108 (0.94560.035)31011

FM, with D 27.824 fm (2.4260.03)3105 (2.0260.16)3108 (1.6660.09)31011

FM, with D 23.912 fm (5.0660.10)3105 (2.0260.16)3108 (1.7860.18)31011
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A fit of the three dominating final wavesSs, Ps, andPp
to the data employing Eq.~2! is shown in Fig. 5. Here, the
standard value of the FSI scattering length (27.824 fm)
was applied. It follows the general trend of the data, but fa
in some details. Notably, there is the sharp low-energy m
mum which is not so pronounced in the data. Previous
periments could not measure such small relative energ
because of acceptance cuts of internal experiments due t
beam pipe of the accelerator and due to limited spatial re
lution of the detectors employed. We, by way of examp
changed the Fermi scattering length to one half of its st
dard value to move the maximum. The corresponding fi
also shown in Fig. 5. The partial cross sections are give
Table II. The quality of the present data do not allow one
favor one calculation over the other. The same findings
obtained for the low-energy approximation employing E
~7!. A value of only21.5 fm for the scattering length as wa
employed in Ref.@9# can be excluded. It is interesting to no
that the fit employing the standard value of the FSI scatte
length yields a negligiblePs contribution, independent o
whether the full model or the low-energy approximation o
are applied. This is in contrast to recent findings from s
correlation coefficient measurements@8,9#. In contrast, the fit
with half of the standard value yields a negligiblePp con-
tribution. We, therefore, make use of the spin dependent
sults as a constraint on thePs strength and have adopted th
following procedure. First, we have fitted a smooth functi
to the total cross sections forh values in the vicinity of those
of the spin correlation coefficient measurements. These m
surements yielded only relative cross sections. With th
two inputs the excitation function ofPs for an h interval is
derived and thePs contribution is derived by fitting its en
ergy dependence from the above discussed approach t
data. With this constraint the fit was repeated with alm
identical results for FM and LEA employing the same val
of the FSI scattering length~lines 4 and 5 in Table II!. Only
these fits yield all three components with non-negligible v
ues.

Although the two models agree for the present data, t
have different momentum dependencies for the different p
tial waves. We thus study the excitation function of the to
cross sections with the hope of distinguishing between
ferent assumptions for the FSI scattering length. The pre
total cross section is shown together with those from R
@1,4–6,10,28–30# in Fig. 6 as a function ofh5qmax/mp .
The present beam momentum is slightly larger than the
datum from the IUCF group and the datum of the Sac
group also taken at a slightly smaller beam momentum.
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As a first step to determining the differential distribution
we fitted the contributions of the relevant partial wav
within the barrier penetration model

s~h!5aSsuTFSI~h!u2h41aPsh
61aPph

8 ~10!

to the data. HereuTFSI(h)u2 is given by

uTFSI~h!u25

E
0

Qmax(h)

C0
2TFSI

2 p~Q!q~Q!dQ

E
0

Qmax(h)

p~Q!q~Q!dQ

~11!

with C0
2 andTFSI as discussed above. The contribution fro

Ps was again taken from the spin correlation coefficients
this wave is kept free in the fits, the value ofaPs was reduced
in each iteration step to minimizex2 until it finally became
zero within error bars. Such behavior was also found in
analysis of differential cross sections by Bilgeret al. @6#. We,
therefore, rely on the above discussed constraint. This pr
dure yielded an excellent fit to the total cross sections.

The low-energy approximation predicts an always
creasing cross section with increasing values forh. It is
therefore only valid in some range close to threshold.
addition,pp* varies, from 360 up to 510 MeV/c for h vary-
ing from 0 to 1. The application of the full model seems to
mandatory. However, the fit of the three partial wav
yielded too large cross sections in the range 0.6<h<1.0,
while it underestimates the data for largerh values~dashed
curve in Fig. 6!. This problem cannot be cured by introdu
ing an additionalSd or Ds wave, which also an actual ca
culation @27# indicates to be very small. We have, therefo
allowed thePp wave to couple to theND system. Phenom-
enologically this wave then may be assumed to have a s
lar resonant form

uTPpu25aPp

~G2/4!u^ j 1~pr ! j 1~qr/2!uV~r !u j 1~pp* r !&u2

~h21.6868!21G2/4
~12!

as for the initial state3F2 in Ref. @19# originally fitted for the
final Ssstate. However, the pole structure of theND should
be the same, depending only on the initial state andND
quantum numbers. The width was fitted toG50.9760.07 as
compared with the theoretical value 1.02 of Ref.@19#. This
resulted into a much better fit. For the normal value of t
pp-scattering length the fit is better~solid curve in Fig. 6!
1-6
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TABLE IV. Fractional distribution of the total cross section ath50.575 to different partial waves a
obtained from fits of the indicated models to the world data. Also given is the predicted total cross se

scattering length Ss Ps Pp s~mb! model

27.824 fm 0.82460.011 0.12960.013 0.050560.0012 9.360.2 LEA
27.824 fm 0.36360.013 0.17360.014 0.46560.017 13.360.3 FM, noD

27.824 fm 0.573160.023 0.243360.019 0.183660.020 9.460.3 FM, D

23.912 fm 0.59160.012 0.2260.02 0.17960.023 10.460.03 FM,D
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than for the smaller value by a factor of 2~dotted curve!.
This choice influences only the near threshold region as
pected. We have also tried a value ofa521.5 fm, as ap-
plied in Ref. @9#. However, such an assumption fails com
pletely in the low-energy range. In this case the mo
calculations underestimate the data in the vicinity ofh
50.2 by one order of magnitude.

The final values for the fitted parameters are given
Table III. To summarize this study we can state that the L
as well as FM yield an excellent reproduction of the to
cross section data, when the normal value of the scatte
length is applied and when for FM, a contribution due toD
excitation is added. We now proceed with a consiste
check. The predictions for the total cross section ath
50.575 as obtained from fitting the total cross section ex
tation function are given in Table IV. Only the two best fit
i.e., LEA and FM with the standard value for the FSI sc
tering length andD excitation for the FM, yield a total cros
section value compatible with the present experiment.
glecting theD excitation leads to a too large value as is t
case for reducing the FSI scattering length. The values
the fractional contributions to different partial waves are a
given in Table IV. They can be compared with those in Ta
II ~lower part!. Again, ignoring theD excitation and reduc-
tion of the FSI scattering length leads to incompatible

FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 5. The calculated distributions are
the threshold approximation~LEA! and the full calculation with and
without D excitation. In all cases the standard value f
the FSI scattering length was applied. The fit parameters are g
in Table III.
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sults. Also, the two analyses in the framework of the LE
yield incompatible results. This becomes evident when co
paring the predicted distribution with the presently measu
one ~see Fig. 7!. It clearly overestimates theSs strength
while underestimating the two other partial waves. Adding
factor 1/pp* to the cross section as suggested by Bilgeret al.
@6# is not satisfactory since it is also ignored in theT-matrix
elements. Also shown in Fig. 7 are the predicted distributio
for the FM with and withoutD excitation. The quality of the
present data is not sufficient to distinguish between these
approaches.

This comparison yields the conclusion that only o
model with one set of parameters is capable of reproduc
the total cross sections as well as the differential cross
tions: the FM withD excitation and the standard value of th
scattering length. The momentum dependence of the th
partial waves for this model is shown in Fig. 8. TheSswave
dominates for small momenta while thePp wave is the larg-
est wave for large momenta. ThePs wave is never dominant
This explains why free fits tend to ignore this wave. T
waves saturate which is, for the interval shown, clearly
case for theSs contribution. Such behavior is of course n
possible in the LEA which is also shown in Fig. 8. Howeve
such saturation was found from data analysis as well as f
phase shift analysis in the case of thepp→dp1 reaction
~see Ref.@21#!. The FSI dominates theSscontribution close

r

en

FIG. 8. Excitation function of the three partial waves as o
tained from the model fits. The results of LEA with normal valu
for the FSI scattering length are shown as dashed curves. T
FMs also employing a normal value for the FSI scattering len
and aD excitation are shown as solid curves.
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to threshold and FM as well as LEA agree with each oth
Above h'0.3 the two models diverge. For the other part
waves where no strong FSI exists, the agreement betw
LEA and FM is worth.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have measured differential cross sect
as a function of the energy in the final two-proton system
new value for the total cross section was derived at an en
above the IUCF data points. The cross section was meas
absolutely, thus no error due to normalization to simul
neously measured elasticpp scattering occurs. The prese
cross section is slightly larger than a simple extrapolation
the IUCF data. It is in agreement with the world data as w
found by the fits discussed above.

The simple low-energy approximation or barrier penet
tion model cannot reproduce at the same time the total c
section excitation function and the present differential da
A calculation including the momentum dependencies of
e
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T matrix, relativistic treatment, and the momentum dep
dence of the incident flux can only reproduce the excitat
function when an intermediateND state is also assumed t
contribute, we considered, to thePp final state. It is note-
worthy that its effect is significant in the fit already far belo
the D threshold ath&1 as seen in Fig. 6. The total cros
section data at small energies favor the standard value o
FSI scattering length. It is worth mentioning that the pres
method accounts also for the lowest-energy data which w
usually overestimated.
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